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Panelists at the Dow Jones Global Compliance Symposium said that the lesson of compliance
problems in growth markets is to line up the compliance ducks well before entering a growth market,
particularly due diligence and clear accountability. Companies that don’t may find themselves
stammering "rogue employee" in response to reputation-staining headlines for corruption scandals.
 
Compliance can mean less business and slower business. There was the company that discovered it
could not do business compliantly in India, but only after sinking $20 million into an investment there.
 There was the company that discovered a Russian deal had an oligarch behind it, but only after
drilling through 63 layers of ownership. Panelists at the Dow Jones Global Compliance Symposium
said that the lesson of such cases is to line up the compliance ducks well before entering a growth
market, particularly due diligence and clear accountability. Companies that don’t may find themselves
stammering “rogue employee” in response to reputation-staining headlines for corruption scandals.
“To me, when you say ‘we had a rogue employee’ it’s the same as saying ‘we had a problem with
leadership and culture and controls’,” said Donna Boehme, principal with the consulting firm
Compliance Strategists LLC.
 
Diligence in this context means more than reviewing financial and contract terms; compliance pros
need to grill business unit managers beginning with the basic questions of why this market, why this
deal? “I think the first thing is not to assume [the managers] actually know what they are doing,” said
Odell Guyton, vice president and head of global compliance at Jabil Circuit Inc., “you have to be
skilled enough to question the obvious.” Compliance considerations may slow things down, but even
clear evidence of corruption need not be a deal breaker. Harvey Kelly, managing director of advisory
and investigation firm AlixPartners LLP, recalled a company that had planned to make an equity
acquisition, but discovered clear evidence of what would be FCPA violations if the target were
subject to U.S. law, as it would be after the deal. The deal went forward, but after restructuring it as a
convertible loan with a clause requiring the target company to install a compliance officer and proper
oversight and controls. Once compliance was acceptable, the loan could be converted into equity in
the target; otherwise it would be repayable.



Accountability is equally important, and belongs to the business line. The role of the compliance
officer is to make sure that the business line knows the compliance risks, not to assume them, the
panelists said. The business sponsor of a deal, who makes an informed decision to take the risks
and presumably reaps rewards if they break on the upside, should be the one to reap the whirlwind if
they drive the business down instead.
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